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The local behavior of solutions to a degenerate elliptic equation
div A(x)∇u = 0 in Ω ⊂Rn
where A(x) = t A(x) and
w(x)|ξ |2  〈A(x)ξ, ξ 〉 v(x)|ξ |2
for weights w(x) 0 and v(x), has been studied by Chanillo and
Wheeden. In Chanillo and Wheeden (1986) [7], they generalize the
results of Fabes, Kenig, and Serapioni (1961) [8] relative to the case
v(x) = Λw(x).
We consider the case where w(x) = 1K (x) and v(x) = K (x). The
assumption that v ∈ A2, the Muckenhoupt class, is not suﬃcient as
it was in the case v(x) = Λw(x) to obtain the continuity of local
solutions. However, if v ∈ Gn , the Gehring class, and if Sv is the
domain of the maximal function of v ,
Sv =
{
x ∈ Ω: Mv(x) < ∞},
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1. Introduction
For Ω a bounded domain in Rn , very weak solutions u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) to the degenerate elliptic equa-
tion
Lu = div A(x)∇u = 0 (1.1)
have been studied in [7] under the hypotheses that the real symmetric matrix A(x) = t A(x) with
measurable coeﬃcients satisﬁes the ellipticity condition
w(x)|ξ |2  〈A(x)ξ, ξ 〉 v(x)|ξ |2, (1.2)
where w(x) 0 and v(x) are weights satisfying the condition
s2
(∫
sB v(x)dx∫
B v(x)dx
) 2
t
 C
∫
sB w(x)dx∫
B w(x)dx
(1.3)
for a certain t > 2 and C  1, for each ball B and each 0 < s < 1. Condition (1.3) implies two-weight
Sobolev and Poincaré inequalities (see [6,7]).
In the special case that in (1.2) v(x) = Λw(x) a.e. with Λ  1 and w satisﬁes the Muckenhoupt
condition w ∈ A2, i.e.,
A2(w) = sup
B
−
∫
B
w(x)dx
(
−
∫
B
w−1(x)dx
)
< ∞, (1.4)
where −
∫
B w(x)dx = 1|B|
∫
B w(x)dx (|B| is the Lebesgue measure of ball B), then (1.3) automatically
holds for some t > 2 [6], and the solutions are Hölder continuous [8]. (Previous results with some-
what more restrictive assumptions had been obtained by Kruzkov [17], Murthy and Stampacchia [19],
Trudinger [21], and Alvino and Trombetti [1].)
In the general case w  v the continuity is much harder to obtain. In fact in [7] the weak oscilla-
tion inequality
oscB r
2
(x) u 
ecμ(x,r) − 1
ecμ(x,r) + 1 oscBr(x) u, (1.5)
where
μ(x, r) =
( ∫
Br(x)
v(x)dx∫
Br(x)
w(x)dx
)1/2
,
was proved using (1.3), but the continuity of solution was obtained only under the additional, very
strong assumption that
μ(x, r) = o
(
log log
1
r
)
(1.6)
as r → 0 uniformly with respect to x (see [7, Theorem 5.3]).
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precisely, we assume that the matrix A satisﬁes
|ξ |2
K (x)

〈
A(x)ξ, ξ
〉
 K (x)|ξ |2 (1.7)
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and for any ξ ∈ Rn . Degenerate elliptic equations that satisfy this condition arise nat-
urally in the study of maps of ﬁnite distortion, and for this reason we refer to K as the distortion
function. (See, for instance, [3,4,12,13,20].)
The regularity of solutions u of (1.1) was obtained by T. Iwaniec and C. Sbordone [13] under the
assumption (1.7) and the “global” condition K ∈ EXP(Ω), i.e.,
inf
{
λ > 0: −
∫
Ω
exp
(
K (x)
λ
)
dx 2
}
= ‖K‖Exp(Ω) < ∞.
They showed that if
distEXP
(
K , L∞
)
< λ0
with λ0 suﬃciently small, then |∇u|, which automatically belongs to L2 log−1 L(Ω), actually belongs
to L2 log Lloc(Ω); hence, the solutions u are continuous for n = 2. (See also [12,3].)
Our approach is to impose a weaker integrability condition on K while assuming additional struc-
ture. We will assume that K satisﬁes the Muckenhoupt A2 condition (1.4) and the Gehring Gn
condition:
Gn(K ) = sup
B
(−
∫
B K (x)
n dx)
1
n
−
∫
B K (x)dx
< ∞, (1.8)
where the supremum is taken over all balls B ⊂Rn . So in the following we will focus on the assump-
tion
K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn. (1.9)
Such functions need not be exponentially integrable (for example, K can be a power function—see
Example 12). But given this assumption, the condition (1.3) with v = K and w = 1K is satisﬁed (see
Section 3); hence, we obtain (1.5) with the relevant exponent μ(x, r) equivalent to the mean value
of K :
cn −
∫
B(x,r)
K (y)dy μ(x, r) −
∫
B(x,r)
K (y)dy. (1.10)
In this case, inequality (1.5) can be handled by a suitable modiﬁcation of the standard iteration argu-
ment which then yields the continuity of the solution. (See Section 4.)
In order to state our main result on solutions to Eq. (1.1) under the assumption that the symmetric
matrix A satisﬁes (1.7), let us recall the deﬁnition of the maximal function of K :
MK (x) = sup
r>0
−
∫
Br(x)
K (y)dy, (1.11)
where Br(x) = {y: |y − x| < r}.
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u has an approximate limit at x ∈ Ω if there exists z ∈R such that
lim
ρ→0+
−
∫
Bρ(x)
∣∣u(y) − z∣∣dy = 0.
The set
∑
u of the points x ∈ Ω where u does not have an approximate limit at x is called the
approximate discontinuity set of u. For x ∈ Ω \∑u the number z is the approximate limit of u at x
and is denoted by
z = u˜(x).
The function u˜ is called the precise representative of u. By the Lebesgue differentiation theorem, u˜ = u
almost everywhere.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Suppose K : Rn → [1,∞) is a Borel function satisfying (1.9). Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rn
and consider the set
SK =
{
x ∈ Ω: MK (x) < ∞}.
Then for A = t A satisfying (1.7) the restriction to SK of the precise representative u˜ of any non-negative
solution u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) to (1.1) is continuous.
In Example 14 we give a family of functions that suggest that the conditions in Theorem 1 are
close to optimal conditions to guarantee that all solutions are continuous. See also Remark 15 below.
Remark 2. As we noted above, when n = 2, continuity results for very weak solutions to Eq. (1.1)
were derived in [13]. In this paper it was assumed that the square root of the ratio of the upper and
lower ellipticity bounds in (1.7), that is the function K , belongs to BMO, the space of functions of
bounded mean oscillation, with BMO norm suﬃciently small. Since K (x)  1, by a result of Johnson
and Neugebauer [15] K belongs to every Ap class and to every Gq class, p,q > 1. In our results here,
on the other hand, we assume only that K belongs to A2 and G2.
Remark 3. The continuity of the solution u depends on the structure of the set SK . This set for general
functions K was considered in detail by Fiorenza and Krbec [9]. They showed that |Ω \ SK | = 0 if and
only if for every x0 ∈ Ω ,
limsup
r→∞
−
∫
Br(x0)
K (y)dy < ∞.
Since Ω is a bounded domain we may assume without loss of generality that K is bounded at
inﬁnity—for instance, we may assume that K = 1 outside of some large ball containing Ω . Thus this
quantity is ﬁnite for all x0 ∈ Ω .
Therefore, we must have that the solution u is continuous almost everywhere, and the points of
discontinuity are contained in the set of points x0 ∈ Ω such that
limsup
r→0
−
∫
B (x )
K (y)dy = ∞.
r 0
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discontinuity. In Section 5 we will consider the structure of this set assuming that K is in the Sobolev
space W 1,p(Ω).
2. Weak-solutions with ﬁnite energy
Given a matrix A that satisﬁes the ellipticity conditions (1.7), with a distortion function K that
satisﬁes K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn , we say that u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) is a very weak solution of Lu = −div A∇u = 0 if u
satisﬁes
∫
Ω
〈
A∇u(x),∇φ(x)〉dx = 0
for all φ ∈ C∞0 (Ω). We are primarily interested in solutions that satisfy two additional hypotheses.
We say that u has ﬁnite energy if
〈
A∇u(x),∇u(x)〉 ∈ L1(Ω). (2.1)
Let H(Ω) denote the set of all u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) such that u ∈ L2(Ω, K dx) and u has ﬁnite energy.
Clearly, H(Ω) is a vector space. Since Ω is bounded, we can make it a normed vector space by
taking the norm induced by the bilinear form
a(u, φ) =
∫
Ω
〈
A∇u(x),∇φ(x)〉dx+ ∫
Ω
u(x)φ(x) K (x)dx.
We are interested in solutions of Lu = 0 where u ∈ H(Ω). In [7], Chanillo and Wheeden considered
a particular class of these solutions. Deﬁne HL(Ω) to be the Hilbert space obtained by taking the
closure of the Lipschitz functions with respect to this norm. By the Lax–Milgram theorem it is imme-
diate that solutions to Lu = 0 exist in HL(Ω). But to be precise, the elements of HL(Ω) are Cauchy
sequences {uk} of Lipschitz functions. It follows from the deﬁnition of a and (1.7) that {uk} converges
in L2(K ) and {∇uk} converges in L2( 1K ), and Chanillo and Wheeden refer to the limits u and ∇u as
representations of solutions. However, we do not know, a priori, whether an arbitrary u ∈ H(Ω) is in
HL(Ω) unless we make additional assumptions on u, such as assuming that ∇u ∈ L2(K ). Nevertheless,
hereafter, when we write u ∈ HL(Ω) we shall mean that u is an actual function in H(Ω) ∩ HL(Ω)
and not a Cauchy sequence.
3. The Chanillo–Wheeden condition
In the following, for a ball B ⊂ Rn and s > 0, sB denotes the ball that is concentric with B and
whose radius is s times that of B .
We will say that the measurable function K :Rn → [1,∞) satisﬁes the Chanillo–Wheeden condition
if there exist t > 2 and C  1 such that for every ball B and 0 < s < 1,
s2
(∫
sB K (x)dx∫
B K (x)dx
) 2
t
 C
∫
sB K (x)
−1 dx∫
B K (x)
−1 dx
. (3.1)
Sometimes (3.1) will be referred to as the Chanillo–Wheeden condition with exponent t > 2 and
constant C  1. Inequality (3.1) resembles the A∞ condition, and we give sharp suﬃcient conditions
on K in terms of the Ap and Gq classes for (3.1) to hold. Recall that a weight w ∈ Ap , 1 < p < ∞, if
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B
−
∫
B
w(x)dx
(
−
∫
B
w(x)1−p′ dx
)p−1
< ∞, (3.2)
where the supremum is taken over all balls B ⊂ Rn . Moreover the weight w ∈ A1 if Mw(x) 
A1(w)w(x) almost everywhere, where M is the Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator deﬁned by (1.11).
We deﬁne
A1(w) = sup
B
−
∫
B w(x)dx
ess infB w(x)
. (3.3)
Finally, we say v ∈ Gq , 1 < q < ∞, if for every ball B ,
Gq(v) = sup
B
(−
∫
B v(x)
q dx)
1
q
−
∫
B v(x)dx
< ∞. (3.4)
The quantities deﬁned in (3.2)–(3.4) are called the Ap-constant of w , the A1-constant of w and the
Gq-constant of v , respectively.
Proposition 4. The function K satisﬁes the Chanillo–Wheeden condition whenever K ∈ Gq and 1K ∈ Ap, with
2q′
n

(
np
2
)′
− 1. (3.5)
In particular, this is the case if K ∈ Gn and 1K ∈ A1+ 1n , and so if K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn.
To prove this we need two sharp characterizations of the Gq and Ap conditions. The ﬁrst is due to
Migliaccio [18] and the second to Wik [22].
Lemma 5. The function K ∈ Gq, q > 1 if and only if for some δ > 0, there exists a constant α such that for
every ball B and measurable set E ⊂ B,
∫
E K (x)dx∫
B K (x)dx
 α
( |E|
|B|
)1− 1q+δ
.
Similarly, K−1 ∈ Ap, p > 1, if and only if for some 
 > 0, there exists a constant β such that for every ball B
and measurable set E ⊂ B,
∫
E K (x)
−1 dx∫
B K (x)
−1 dx
 β
( |E|
|B|
)p−

.
Remark 6. In Lemma 5 we may assume that 
 and δ are as close to 0 as we like. Also, the best values
of the constants α and β are known. Namely (see [5]) in (3.4),
α = [Gq+δ(K )]q′(1− 1q+δ ), δ ∼ Gq(K )−q,
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β = 1
Ap−
( 1K )
, 
 ∼ Ap
(
1
K
) 1
1−p
.
Proof of Proposition 4. Since |sB| = sn|B|, by Lemma 5, for all s > 0,
∫
sB K (x)dx∫
B K (x)dx
 Csn(1−
1
q+δ ),
∫
sB K
−1(x)dx∫
B K
−1(x)dx
 csn(p−
).
Therefore, the Chanillo–Wheeden condition holds provided that
s2s
2n
t (1− 1q+δ )  Csn(p−
);
since this must be true for all s < 1, we must have that
2+ 2n
t
(
1− 1
q + δ
)
 n(p − 
).
Re-arranging terms we see that this implies
n(1− 1q+δ )
n(p − 
) − 2 
t
2
.
Since we want this to hold for t > 2, we must choose p and q so that
n(1− 1q+δ )
n(p − 
) − 2 > 1,
or equivalently,
n
2
(
1− 1
q + δ
)
>
n
2
(p − 
) − 1.
We can easily convert this into an expression about conjugate exponents:
2
n
(q + δ)′ <
(
n
2
(p − 
)
)′
− 1.
Since we can take 
 and δ arbitrarily small, we see that this inequality holds provided that
2q′
n

(
np
2
)′
− 1,
which is (3.5).
It is immediate that if we take q = n and p = 1 + 1n , then (3.5) holds. To show that it holds if
K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn , it will suﬃce to show that
A1+ 1n
(
1
K
)
 A2(K )Gn(K ).
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−
∫
B
1
K (x)
dx
(
−
∫
B
(
1
K (x)
)−1/(1/n)
dx
) 1
n
= −
∫
B
1
K (x)
dx
(
−
∫
B
K (x)n dx
) 1
n
 Gn(K ) −
∫
B
1
K (x)
dx −
∫
B
K dx A2(K )Gn(K ). 
Remark 7. We can restate the hypothesis of Proposition 4 if we recall that K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn if and only if
Kn ∈ An+1. (See [14].)
Our aim now is to establish the dependence of the exponent t > 2 and constant C  1 in the
Chanillo–Wheeden condition on the A2-constant of K and the Gn-constant of K under the assumption
K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn .
Proposition 8. Let A = A2(K ) < ∞ and G = Gn(K ) < ∞. Then there exists a constant C , 1 C  c(n) · A ·
G
2n−1
n−1 , such that for any δ > 0, 
 > 0 suﬃciently small, the Chanillo–Wheeden condition (3.1) holds with
2 < t <
2n(1− 1n+δ )
n − n
 − 1 . (3.6)
Proof. From Lemma 5 and Remark 6 we know that there exists q1 = n+ δ such that
∫
E K (x)dx∫
B K (x)dx
 Gq1(K )
n′
q′1
( |E|
|B|
) 1
q′1 (3.7)
for every ball B and any measurable subset E ⊂ B . Similarly since K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn implies K−1 ∈ K1+ 1n ,
we know there exists 1 < p1 = 1+ 1n − ε such that
( |E|
|B|
)p1
 Ap1
(
1
K
)∫
E
1
K (x) dx∫
B
1
K (x) dx
(3.8)
for every ball B and any measurable subset E ⊂ B . Moreover (see [5,18]),
Gq1(K ) c(n)Gn(K ) = c(n)G, (3.9)
Ap1
(
1
K
)
 c(n)A1+ 1n (K
−1) = c(n)AG. (3.10)
Let E = sB; then from (3.7) we deduce that for 0 < s < 1 and t > 2,
s2
(∫
sB K (x)dx∫
B K (x)dx
) 2
t
 s2Gq1(K )
2n′
tq′1 s
2n
tq′1 , (3.11)
and from (3.8) that
snp1
Ap1(
1 )

∫
sB
1
K (x) dx∫ 1 dx . (3.12)K B K (x)
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hand side of (3.11) is bounded by the left-hand side of (3.12), i.e. if there exists C  1 such that
s
2+ 2n
tq′1
−np1  C
Gq1(K )
2n′
tq′1 Ap1(
1
K )
for 0 < s < 1. A necessary condition is that
2 < t 
2n(1− 1q1 )
np1 − 2
with q1 = n+ δ and p1 = 1+ 1n − 
 . Hence,
2 < t 
2n(1− 1n+δ )
n − n
 − 1 .
Now it is suﬃcient to determine C  1 and 2 < t <
2n(1− 1q1 )
np1−2 such that
s
2+ 2n
tq′1
−np1  C
Gq1(K )
n′
q′1 Ap1(
1
K )
for any 0 < s < 1. It is natural to choose
C = Gq1(K )
n′
q′1 Ap1
(
1
K
)
,
if we recall (3.9) and (3.10). Hence,
C  c′(n)G
2n−1
n−1 A. 
We can reframe Proposition 8 using a result of Korey [16].
Theorem 9. There exist positive constants δ0 , M depending only on n such that, if Gn(K ) < 1+ δ0 , then
Gn+δ(K ) 1+ M
√
logGn(K )
with
n + δ = 1
M
√
logGn(K )
.
Similarly, there exist positive constants 
0 , N depending only on n such that, if A1+ 1n (K
−1) < 1+ 
0 , then
A1+ 1n −

(
1
K
)
 1+ N
√
log A1+ 1n (K
−1)
with 1+ 1n − 
 = 1+ N
√
log A1+ 1 (K−1).n
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Proposition 10. There exist positive constants η0 > 0, L > 0 depending only on the dimension n  2, such
that if K :Rn → [1,∞) satisﬁes the conditions
Gn(K ) < 1+ η0, A2(K ) < 1+ η0
then K satisﬁes the Chanillo–Wheeden condition with constant
1 C  c(n)(1+ η0) 3n−2n−1
and exponent
2 < t <
2n(1− L√logGn(K ))
n(1+ L√log A2(K )) − 2 . (3.13)
Remark 11. The bound (3.13) for t > 2 found in Proposition 10 is sharp. In fact if 1 K (x) ≡ K < ∞
for a.e. x ∈ Ω , then Gn(K ) = A2(K ) = 1, hence (3.13) becomes
2 < t <
2n
n − 2 .
Example 12. In B1(0) ⊂R2 we can take K (x) = |x|−a , 0 < a < 1, since in this case it is straightforward
to show that K ∈ A1 ∩ G2.
Proposition 4 is sharp. If K (x) = |x|−1, then K ∈ G2−
 , 
 > 0, but it is not in G2. Similarly,
K (x)−1 = |x|, and 1K ∈ A 32+δ , δ > 0, but we cannot take δ = 0. Thus inequality (3.5) does not hold. Fur-
ther, a direct computation shows that given a ball of radius R ,
∫
B K (x)dx ≈ R and
∫
B K (x)
−1 dx ≈ R3,
so the Chanillo–Wheeden condition is only satisﬁed if t  2.
Remark 13. The Chanillo and Wheeden condition itself is essentially necessary for the two-weight
Sobolev and Poincaré inequalities which are central to proofs in [7]. Namely (see [6]), the Chanillo–
Wheeden condition (3.1) is equivalent to a scale invariant Sobolev inequality: for every ball Br with
radius r > 0,
(
1∫
Br
K (x)dx
∫
Br
∣∣ f (x)∣∣t K (x)dx)
1
t
 c · r
(
1∫
Br
1
K (x) dx
∫
Br
|∇ f (x)|2
K (x)
dx
) 1
2
.
4. Regularity of solutions
In this section we prove Theorem 1. To do so, we restate and expand upon the results of Chanillo
and Wheeden on the regularity of the solutions of div A∇u = 0. All of their results depend on the
ratio of the averages of the largest and smallest eigenvalues of A. More precisely, given a ball B we
deﬁne
μ(B) =
( −∫ B K (x)dx
−
∫
B K
−1(x)dx
)1/2
.
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to the mean value of K over B . In fact,
−
∫
B K (x)dx
A1+ 1n (
1
K )
μ(B) = (−
∫
B K (x)dx)
1/2
(−
∫
B K (x)
−1 dx)1/2
(−
∫
B K (x)
n dx)1/2n
(−
∫
B K (x)
n dx)1/2n
 −
∫
B
K (x)dx.
Proof of Theorem1. Assume that t A(x) = A(x) is a symmetric matrix satisfying (1.7) with K ∈ A2∩Gn .
Let u ∈ L2(Ω, K dx) be a non-negative solution to (1.1) in Ω = 2Br(x0), r > 0, with ﬁnite energy:
∫
Ω
〈
A∇u(x),∇u(x)〉dx < ∞. (4.1)
We ﬁrst show that there exists c > 0 independent of u, r and x0 such that
ess sup
Br(x0)
u  ecMK (x0) ess inf
Br(x0)
u, (4.2)
where MK is the maximal function (1.11) of K . Since K ∈ Gn , for any ball B the reverse Hölder
inequality
(
−
∫
B
K (x)n dx
)1/n
 Gn(K ) −
∫
B
K (x)dx, (4.3)
holds and we deduce that for a.e. x ∈ Ω ,
MK (x)
[
M
(
Kn
)
(x)
] 1
n  Gn(K ) · MK (x). (4.4)
From a well-known result of Coifman–Rochberg (see [4, Theorem 4.9.6]) there exists a constant c =
c(n) such that
A1
([
M
(
Kn
)] 1
n
)
 c(n). (4.5)
Hence, by (4.4) MK belongs to the class A1 and so is ﬁnite a.e. (unless MK is identically inﬁnite).
By Propositions 4 and 8, our assumptions imply those of Theorem B (weak Harnack inequality) in
[7]; therefore, for any u  0 satisfying the equation
div A(x)∇u = 0
in 2Br(x0) and (4.1) we have (with c independent of u, r and x0)
ess sup
Br(x0)
u  ec −
∫
Br (x0)
K (x)dx
ess inf
Br(x0)
u  ecMK (x0) ess inf
Br(x0)
u.
Therefore,
oscB r (x0) u 
ecMK (x0) − 1
cMK (x0)
oscBr(x0) u. (4.6)
2 e + 1
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oscBt (x0) u  c(x0)tα(x0), (4.7)
where c(x0) > 1 and 0 < α(x0) < 1 are constants depending on x0.
We will now show that a suitable modiﬁcation of a standard iteration argument (see [10,
Lemma 8.23]) that if we deﬁne
γ (x) = e
cMK (x) − 1
ecMK (x) + 1
and consider the set of points SK ,
SK =
{
x ∈ Ω: γ (x) < 1}= {x ∈ Ω: MK (x) < ∞}, (4.8)
then for every x ∈ SK there exists a real number u˜(x) such that
lim
r→0 −
∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − u˜(x)∣∣dy = 0, (4.9)
and the restriction to SK of u˜ is a continuous function. Note that u˜ is the precise representative of u
deﬁned above.
Fix x ∈ SK ; to simplify notation, let
ux,r = −
∫
Br(x)
u(y)dy;
we will prove that the sequence ux, 1
2i
is a Cauchy sequence. In fact, by (4.7) we have that
|ux, 1
2i
− ux, 1
2i+1
| −
∫
B 1
2i+1
(x)
∣∣u(y) − ux, 1
2i
∣∣dy
 −
∫
B 1
2i+1
(x)
(
−
∫
B 1
2i
(x)
∣∣u(y) − u(z)∣∣dz)dy  oscB 1
2i
(x)
u  c(x)
(
1
2i
)α(x)
. (4.10)
From (4.10) we deduce that there exists u˜(x) such that
lim
i→∞
ux, 1
2i
= u˜(x);
we will now prove that
u˜(x) = lim
r→0 −
∫
Br(x)
u(y)dy. (4.11)
In fact, if 0 < r < 1, then there exists exactly one i ∈ N such that 1i  r < 1i−1 . Hence,2 2
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2i
∣∣+ −∫
Br(x)
dy −
∫
B 1
2i
(x)
∣∣u(y) − u(z)∣∣dz

∣∣u˜(x) − ux, 1
2i
∣∣+ c( 1
2i
)α(x)
(4.12)
and (4.11) follows because i → ∞ as r → 0.
We now prove that u˜ is the precise representative of u, that is, that (4.9) holds. We have
−
∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − u˜(x)∣∣dy  −∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − ux,r∣∣dy + ∣∣ux,r − u˜(x)∣∣. (4.13)
The last term in (4.13) tends to 0 as r → 0. On the other hand, arguing as we did to prove (4.10) we
have that
−
∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − ux,r∣∣dy  −
∫
Br(x)
dy −
∫
Br(x)
∣∣u(y) − u(z)∣∣dz c(x)rα(x);
hence, (4.9) is proved.
Finally, we show that u˜|S is continuous. First observe that
sup
S∩Br(x)
u˜  ess sup
Br(x)
u. (4.14)
In fact if y ∈ Br(x) ∩ S , then
u˜(y) lim
ρ→0 −
∫
Bρ(y)
u(z)dz ess sup
Br(x)
u.
Similarly we have
ess inf
Br(x)
u  inf
S∩Br(x)
u˜. (4.15)
Inequalities (4.14) and (4.15) imply that the pointwise oscillation of u˜ in S ∩ Br is smaller than the
essential oscillation of u on Br(x). The result follows at once. 
The following example shows that our result is sharp: our hypotheses on K are not suﬃcient to
conclude that a solution u is continuous everywhere.
Example 14. There exists a planar degenerate elliptic equation whose coeﬃcient matrix A = t A veri-
ﬁes (1.7) for x ∈ Ω = B1(0) with
K ∈ A2 ∩ Gn (4.16)
which admits a solution u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) to (1.1) such that
u ∈ C0(Ω\{0})
but u is discontinuous at x0 = 0.
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K (x) = 2|x|
γ
−γ , −1 < γ < 0. (4.17)
When n = 2, by Remark 7, condition (4.16) is equivalent to
K 2 ∈ A3. (4.18)
By an elementary calculation, we see that for a ∈R, x ∈R2, and p > 1,
|x|a ∈ Ap if and only if −2 < a < 2(p − 1).
Hence, for K (x) = λ|x|a , λ > 0, conditions (4.16) and (4.18) are both equivalent to requiring −1 <
a < 2.
Now deﬁne the mapping f : Ω →R2 by
f (x) = (1+ |x|−γ ) x|x| , −1 < γ < 0.
By an elementary calculation we have
∣∣Df (x)∣∣∼ 1+ |x|γ|x|γ+1 , J f (x) = −γ (1+ |x|
γ )
|x|2(γ+1) ,
and so
∣∣Df (x)∣∣2  K (x) J f (x) a.e.
Deﬁne the matrix
A f (x) =
{
[ Dt f (x)Df (x)J f (x) ]−1 if J f (x) > 0,
I otherwise.
It is straightforward to verify (see [13]) that
|ξ |2
K (x)

〈
A f (x)ξ, ξ
〉
 K (x)|ξ |2
for a.e. x ∈ Ω and ∀ξ ∈R2. Moreover,
t A f (x) = A f (x), det A f (x) = 1 a.e.
and the function
u(x) = 1+ |x|
−γ
|x| x1
is a local solution to
div A f (x)∇u = 0. 
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This suggests that the exponential integrability condition considered in [13] is also sharp.
5. The distortion function K in the Sobolev space W 1,p(Ω)
In the previous section we considered the relevance of condition MK (x0) < ∞ for the continuity
at x0 of the solutions to Eq. (1.1). In this section we make the further assumption that K belongs to
some Sobolev space W 1,p . This allows us to take advantage of the sharper estimates on the size of
the set of singularities of the precise representatives of such functions. More precisely, we draw upon
the following lemma (see [2] and [11]).
Lemma 16. Let Ω ⊂ Rn and K ∈ W 1,p(Ω), 1 p < n. Then there exists a set E ⊂ Ω such that dimH (E)
n − p and for every x0 ∈ Ω \ E,
MK (x0) = MK˜ (x0) < ∞,
where K˜ is the precise representative of K .
Corollary 17. Suppose K : Rn → [1,∞) satisﬁes (1.9) and belongs to the Sobolev space W 1,1loc (Ω), when
Ω is a bounded domain of Rn. Suppose that u ∈ W 1,1loc (Ω) is a non-negative solution to (1.1) for A = t A
satisfying (1.7). Then there exists a set E ⊂ Ω such that dimH (E) n − 1 and the restriction to Ω \ E of the
precise representative u˜ of u is continuous at every point x0 ∈ Ω \ E.
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